
malachite. A few hundred pounds was paid 

for this at a shop in the Cotswolds and we 

are hoping to quadruple or more the retail 

purchase price paid for it. From the same 

source there is an interesting marble bust, 

which again will see keen internet bidding. 

We call these pieces ‘statement’ or ‘trophy’ 

objects, which are perhaps more suitable 

for larger homes. 

I must share with you the quality of the 

china painter’s art represented on this tazza 

by the Aynsley factory, founded in the late 

18th century. It reminds me of home and a 

childhood in the mountains; it is, of course, 

Llanberis Pass (or as it says on the reverse 

‘Llanberis Glen’), and the artist is G Bentley. 

Care is required regarding ‘hand-painted’ 

china of this type, as transfer printed designs 

were often used and simply overpainted by 

hand for speed of production.

 A recent visit in Merseyside resulted in a 

most unexpected discovery. The gentleman 

vendor had a particularly good eye and had 

bought well some 30 years ago. Note, he 

bought ‘well’ – not cheap! 

This massive jardiniere and stand was 

made in about 1910 by Massier Brothers 

who had a factory in Paris; it is in perfect 

condition and has an interesting glaze 

in the manner of the rare mineral called 

Finally, I confess I am not sure if I like the 

word ‘patio’ much or ‘patio gardening’. Is 

that even real gardening? We are involved 

with advising on a neglected Victorian house 

and garden restoration in North West Wales 

and have just discovered and uncovered 

a Welsh slate paved ‘patio’ area under six 

inches of lawn… so the current owners now 

have two patios! I hope they like the word 

more than I do! 

And, in closing, may I once more wish Jon 

and his team well for the next 50 issues;  

no time to even consider lounging around 

on patios!

For appointments, please telephone Anna, 

my PA, on 0151 799 5559 or me directly 

on 0151 342 2321. Please email images 

of items to Sell@lowerpercent.co.uk 

Massier ‘massive’ Jardiniere and stand 

Marble Bust c1930

The Art of the China Painter

Slate patio no. 2
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